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As things stand
at the moment

HUGH NIBLEY

the most widely syndicated article on the joseph smith
papyri to appear to date is a typical performance of mr wall-
ace turner which first appeared inin the new york times of
july 15 1968 it is one of those high flown insinuating reports
breathing an aloof superiority studiously evasive of anything
specific first we are told that there has been bitter wrangling
among the intellectuals of the mormon world if an intellect-
ual is anybody willing to argue what is meant by the mormon
world if the church is meant why not say church the
attack mr turner continues has come from within the
mormon community again why community instead of
church because to be sure there has been no attack and

no wrangling whatever within the church later on mr
turner mentions two heretics notorious to the church estab-
lishmentlishment a term dear to the heart of mr turner unaware
that there are no heretics in a church where every member is
supposed to have his own personal nontransferrable testimony
and that to be a heretic in any church one must be a member
the two in question are not members of the mormon church
and were not members at the time they are supposed to have
attacked from within the community A favorite means of
lending authority to attacks on the mormon church has ever
been the announcement that the attacker was himself once a
good and active mormon but since the only qualification for
such a title isis one s demonstrated capacity to remain true and
faithful to the end no backslider can claim it mr turner s

problem is to tell the world that the question of the papyri
has split the mormonscormonsMormons without actually saying so an assign-
ment for which he is peculiarly well fitted

dr nibley professor of religion and history at brigham young university Is
a frequent contributor to BYU studies
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there is no question writes the reporter that smith
worked from these papyri the question is whether his writings
based on them were actual translations or pure fabrications
we know that he worked with the papyri but what can work-
ing from them possibly mean or what can be meant by his
writings based on them were they actual translations then
why not say so how could a very meaningful text be both
derived from and based on something that makes no sense at
all A vivid flashback to 1912 is the skillfully garbled state-
ment that joseph smith in the pearl of great price presents
hand drawn copies of three groups of hieroglyphshieroglyphy together

with his translation of them there were not three groups of
hieroglyphshieroglyphy and no translations of hieroglyphshieroglyphy later we are
told that the prophet also had work papers in which it seemed
that sections of the book of abraham were attributed to specific
symbols again the escape word is seemed also work
papers what were the other papers if the work papers
were smith s why are none of them in his handwriting again
we learn that the eleven newly found documents were in-
volved in the production of the book of abraham just how
is one to understand involved some of the eleven docu-
ments have no visible relationship whatever to the book of
abraham and what the connection of the others is remains
to be determined joseph smith according to the two here-
tics as quoted by mr turner apparently translated many
english words from each egyptian character but there
is no place for an equivocal apparently in the vaunted rigor
of their demonstration apparently leaves the door open to
the many objections that arise and the swarm of questions that
must be answered before the pair can announce for the final
time their longed for fall of the book of abraham

one threat to the mormonscormons of these findings according
to mr turner who obligingly does the mormonscormons thinking
for them is that they could turn sociological by undermining
the scriptural basis for the mormonscormons discrimination against
negroes the scriptural basis of mormon belief rests wholly
on inspired english translations of the scriptures not a single
original version of any holy book is known to exist anywhere
in the world today and scholars have never been able to agree
on what the ancient texts they do possess are trying to convey
in such a state of things nothing can take the place of an in
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AS THINGS STAND 71

spired translation as far as the LIDSLDSllisliis members are concerned
and no study of egyptian or any other ancient texts could
ever undermine the scriptural basis for any mormon belief

whatever translation comes by the gift and power of god
is certainly no translation in the ordinary sense and joseph
smith never put forth the translation of the book of abraham
as an exerciseexercise in conventional scholarship but when mr
turner concludes his article with our statement that today
nobody claims that joseph smith got his information through
ordinary channels he uses it as a punch line to make it sound
like a declaration that the mormonscormons have abandoned a pre-
viously held belief than which nothing could be farther from
the mark in every case in which he has produced a transla-
tion joseph smith has made it clear that his inspiration is
by no means bound to any ancient text but is free to take
wings at any time to insist as the critics do that transla-
tion may be understood only in the sense in which they choose
to understand it while the prophet clearly demonstrates that
he intends it to be taken in a very different sense is to make
up the rules of thegamethe game one is playing as well as being the
umpire to stick to the same specifications would brand
either pope s or chapman s or rouse s ll11iliadzadiadraf or all three of
them fraudulent so wide is their range

BOOK OF ABRAHAM MAKES GOOD SENSE

we agree with mr turner that there is a significant par-
allel between the case of the book of abraham and that of
the book of mormon since the beginning the world has been
asked to dismiss both books as imposturesimpostures not because of what
is in them but because of the strange way in which each was
supposed to have been produced it is as if someone pretend-
ing to be a cook but without credentials or experience were
to turn out a banquet worthy of the cordon bleu only to be
condemned unanimously by the cooking profession because
he had not cooked according to their rules whether the sen-
sen papyrus or the egyptian alphabet and grammar here-
after cited as EAG makes sense or not the book of abraham
makes very good sense and like the book of mormon can
thoroughly be tested in the light of a wealth of ancient docu-
ments we have more than enough viable material to put the
prophet to the test where he specifically claims revelation
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without having to rummage in dubious papers which were
never meant to be included among inspired writings

year in and year out one must repeat the old refrain that
the arguments of the world against the inspired scriptures of
the latter day saints collapse because they rest on a complete-
ly false idea of the mormon conception of revelation can
a book with a misspelled word in it possibly be the product
of divine revelation if not says the mormon there never
was a divinely inspired book can a man who makes mistakes
and learns by trial and error like other people possibly be a
prophet if not we reply then no man ever was a prophet
can one who doubts and speculates and meditates about a
thing later receive revelation about it he is more apt to re-
ceive revelation we say than one who does not we know
that joseph smith studied reports about the ancient civiliza-
tions of central america and speculated about them with live-
ly interest but that was after the book of mormon appeared
there is every indication that the freewheelingfree wheeling conjectures
of the EAG were made after the book of abraham was com-
pleted so that even the irrelevant argument of the book s du-
bious documentary background remains unfounded

two basic questions that confront us in evaluating the
pearl of great price are 1 did the egyptians really have
something and 2 did joseph smith really have something
on the egyptians until recently both propositions have been
relegated to the limbo of superstitious nonsense by all respect-
able scholars but of recent years proposition no I11 has come
in for some serious rethinking by quite sober egyptologists
and other scientists who tell us that the egyptians may really
have had something after all and what they had turns out to
be something that suspiciously resembles what joseph smith
said they had which puts us in the way of answering our
second question which is not whether smith was inspired or
not but whether his writings may be checked against those
of the real world of abraham the real work has not even
begun

from the beginning there has been considerable misunder-
standing about the exact nature of the joseph smith papyri
if the mormonscormons really believed them to be the very handwrit-
ing of the patriarch abraham they would have made a good
deal of that in their preaching and missionary work they
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AS THINGS STAND 73

would have made frantic efeffortsforts to keep them in their posses-
sionsionslon they would have guarded them like the golden plates
and they most certainly would have done everything to get
them back from emma and william smith but the saints
never played up the idea of having autographic writings of
abraham preferring to understand the term writings of
abraham inin the broad and familiar sense in which the term
is applied to other scriptures likefikeilke the writings of moses john
or ether none of which pretend to be autographic 1 in 1912
their spokesmen were quite outspoken there is no evidence
that abraham himself wrote inin his own hand any part of the
papyri found with the mummies certainly not the hypoce
phallphail 2 they looked at the church historian s statement that

As the work proceeded he joseph smith became con-
vinced that one of the rolls of papyrus contained a copy of a
book written by abraham 3 and made capital of the idea that
abraham was the very scribe who wrote the papyri for that
made their debunking assignment very easy in view of the
late provenance of the documents 4

but the mormonscormons have never displayed any particular rev-
erence or awe for the facsimiles whereas the editing of the
standard works has ever been an object of meticulous care
even a cursory examination of successive reproductions of the
plates of the book of abraham shows the work to be amazingly
slapdash and slipshod as if a mere approximation of the gen-
eral idea were quite enough to satisfy the brethren 5 though
the explanations that accompany the facsimiles have the author-
ity of inspiration we are explicitly told that the ancient draw-
ings themselves were nothing but purely human attempts to

hugh nibley A new look at the pearl of great price the improve-
ment era vol 71 february 1968 ppap 202120 21

abomsbomosborn J P widtsoeWidtsoe the unfair fairness of rev spalding the
improvement era vol 16 april 1913 p 600

3J M sjodahl A final word the improvement era vol 16 septem-
ber 1913 p 1102 some of the latter day saints seem to have believed
that the papyri in question represented the actual autographic work of abra-
ham and joseph that the hand of abraham had pressed the very papyrus
handled by joseph smith such a conclusion however does not seem to be
involved in the text of smiths account and need not be considered authorita-
tive see robert C webb A critical examination of the facsimiles in the
book of abraham the improvement era vol 16 march 1913 p 440

pointed out by widtsoeWidtsoe the improvement era vol 16 p 599 and
robert C webb truth seeking its symptoms and after effects the im-
provementprovement era vol 16 september 1913 p 1090

see our comments in A new look at the pearl of great price the
improvement era vol 71 april 19681969 p 65
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illustrate what abraham was talking about and that you
may have an understanding of these things I1 have given you
the fashion of them in the figures in the beginning no
claim of inspiration is made for the drawings which used the
peculiar conventions and symbols of one particular culture

as understood by the egyptians but in this case in re-
lation to this subject the egyptians meant it to signify etc
even the cosmic splendors of facsimile no 2 purport to be
nothing but the conventional treatment of certain themes in
the traditional symbolic idiom of a people denied the priest-
hood there is nothing particularly holy about them

BY THE HAND OF ABRAHAM

when the book of abraham was first published being
personally edited by joseph smith it was designated by him as
A translation of some ancient records from the catacombsCatacombs

of egypt purporting to be the writings of abraham while he
was in egypt called the book of abraham written by his own
hand upon papyrus 6 note that smith himself designates the
writings only as some ancient records then he tells us what
they are purported to be and finally gives us the title of the
document here written by his own hand is not joseph
smith s verdict but part of the original title of the document
translated such long explanatory titles are characteristic of
egyptian writings 7

two important and peculiar aspects of ancient authorship
must be considered when we are told that a writing is by the
hand of abraham or anybody else one is that according to
egyptian and hebrew thinking any copy of a book origgallycngallycn nallynaily
written by abraham would be regarded and designated as the
very work of his hand forever after no matter how many re-
productions had been made and handed down through the
years the other is that no matter who did the writing origin-
ally if it was abraham who commissioned or directed the
work he would take the credit for the actual writing of the
document whether he penned it or not

times and seasons vol 3 march 25 1842 p 704704
thus a work we happen to be studying at the moment has the title

translation of the secrets of the ritual for repelling the raging one made
in the temple of osiris of abydos to keep seth away from osiris this book
will protect against the enemies of osiris for seven days and is beneficial to
whoever recites it in S schott urkundenUrkunden mythologischen inhalesinhalts leipzig
1929 p 61
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AS THINGS STAND 75

As to the first point when a holy book usually a leather
roll grew old and worn out from handling it was not de-
stroyed but renewed important writings were immortal for
the egyptians they were the divine words for the jews the
very letters were holy and indestructible being the word of god
the wearing out of a particular copy of scripture therefore in
no way brought the life of the book to a close it could not
perish in egypt it was simply renewed maw smaw fairer
than before and so continued its life to the next renewal
thus we are told at the beginning of what some have claimed
to be the oldest writing in the world his majesty wrote this
book down anew his majesty discovered it as a work of the
ancestors but eaten by worms so his majesty wrote it down
from the beginning so that it is more beautiful than it was
before 8 it is not a case of the old book s being replaced by a
new one but of the original book itself continuing its existence
in a rejuvenated state no people were more hypnotized by the
idea of a renewal of lives than the egyptians not a succession
of lives or a line of descent but the actual revival and rejuve-
nation of a single life

even the copyist who puts his name in a colophon does
so not so much as publicity for himself as to vouch for the
faithful transmission of the original book his being trust
worthyiqrworthyrwortherworthyr of fingers ie a reliable copyist is the reader s

assurance that he has the original text before him an egyptian
document J spiegel observes is like the print of an etching
which is not only a work of art in its own right but can lay
claim equally well to being the original regardless of
whether the individual copies turn out well or ill because he
thinks in terms of types according to spiegel for the egyptian
there is no essential difference between an original and a

copy for as they understand it all pictures are but reproduc-
tions of an ideal original 9 being itself but a copy of an ideal
original the first writing of a document enjoys no special
superiority over later copies 9 thus an egyptian who handed
us a writing or drawing of abraham s would be nonplussednonplushednonplus sed

if we asked him whether abraham really made it who else

K sethe Dramadramatischedramattschetische efteexte zu altaegyptaltaegypt mysterienspielenmystenenspfelen leipzig
1928 p 20

9J spiegel in milleilungenmflleilungen des deutschen institutesinstituts fur agyptischeAgypt ische al
tertumshundetertumskunde in kairo vol 9 1940 p 160
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this concept was equally at home in israel an interesting
passage from the book of jubileesJubil ees recounts that joseph while
living in egypt used to read to his sons the words which his
father jacob used to read from among the words of abra-
ham 39659639.6396 here is a clear statement that the words of
abraham were handed down in written form from generation
to generation and were the subject of serious study in joseph s

egyptian family circle the same source informs us that when
joseph died and was buried in canaan he gave all his books
and the books of the fathers to levi his son that he might pre-
serve and renew them for his children until this day 4515
here the books of the fathers including the words of abra-
ham have been preserved for later generations by a process of
renewal

in this there is no thought of the making of a new book
by a new hand it was a strict rule in israel that no one not
even the most learned rabbi should ever write down so much
as a single letter of the bible from memory always the text
must be copied letter by letter from another text that had been
copied in the same way thereby eliminating the danger of any
man s adding subtracting or changing so much as a single jot
in the text it was not a rewriting but a process as mechanical
as photography an exact visual reproduction so that no mat-
ter how many times the book had been passed from hand to
hand it was always the one original text that was before one
to make the illusion complete the old worn out copy was
never kept around the renewed book was the original the
old one was not reused cut up burned or even buried for a
writing containing the ineffable name of god could not be
destroyed it simply disappeared without trace with the com-
pletion of the process of rejuvenation the old corruptible shell
ceased to exist it was quietly and unobtrusively walled up in
a sacred building inin a remzagemzageniza whose very existence was ignored
by the congregation 10 thus the holy book continued its life
ageless and unchangeable through the centuries with never
a thought of its being anything but the sacred original

but written by his own hand this brings us to the other
interesting concept let us recall that that supposedly oldest of
egyptians writings the so called shabakoshabago stone begins with

10 juedisches lexiconlexikon berlin 1928 vol 2 p 1014 jewish encyclope-
dia vol 5 ppap 612f6l2f
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AS THINGS STAND 77

the announcement that his majesty wrote this book down
anew this professor sethe obligingly explains is nor-
mal egyptian usage to express the idea that the king ordered
a copy to be made 11 yet it clearly states that the king him-
self wrote it thus when the son of king snefru says of his
own inscription at medum it was he who made his gods in

such a writing that it cannot be effaced the statement
is so straightforward that even such a student as W S smith
takes it to mean that the prince himself actually did the writ-
ing and what could be more natural than for a professional
scribe to make an inscription it was her husband the scribe
of the royal scroll nebwynebby who made this inscription or
when a noble announces that he made his father s tomb why
should we not take him at his word it depends on how the
word is to be understood professor wilson in all these cases
holds that the person who claims to have done the work does
so in the sense that he commissioned and paid for it 12 the
noble who has writing or carving done is always given full
credit for its actual execution such claims of zealous crafts-
manship have loftily ignored the artists writes wilson it
was the noble who made or decorated his tomb though
one noble of the old kingdom breaks down enough to show us
how these claims were understood 1 I made this for my old
father I1 had the sculptor ifjuitju make it 13 dr wilson cites
a number of cases in which men claim to have made their
father s tombs one of them specifically stating that he did so
while his arm was still strong with his own handhand14

credit for actually writing the inscription of the famous
metternich stele is claimed by the prophetess of nebwennebben
nest amun daughter of the prophet of nebwennebben and scribe of
the inundation ankh psametik who states that she re-
newed snismawaw this book there it is again after she had
found it removed from the house of osiris mnevis so that her
name might be preserved 15 the inscription then shifts to
the masculine gender as if the scribe were really a man lead-
ing to considerable dispute among the experts as to just who

sethe dramatischeDrama tische texteteate p 20
discussed by J S wilson in journal of near eastern studies vol 6

1947 ppap 239f
ibid p 243

ibadihidibzd p 240240
C E sander hansen die teatetexte der Metternichmetternichstelestele copenhagen 1956

p 48 spruch viii
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gets the credit certain it is that the lady boasts of having given
an ancient book a new lease on life even though her hand may
never have touched a pen 16

nest amun hoped to preserve her name by attaching it to
a book and in a very recent study M A korostovstev notes
that for an egyptian to attach his name to a written work was
an infallible means of passing it down through the centuries 17

that may be one reason why abraham chose the peculiar
egyptian medium he did for the transmission of his record
or at least why it has reached us only in this form indeed
theodor bohlbohi observed recently that the one chance the orig-
inal patriarchal literature would ever have of surviving would
be to have it written down on egyptian papyrus 18 scribes liked
to have their names preserved too and the practice of adding
copyists names in colophonscolophony korostovstev points out could
easily lead in later times to attributing the wrong authorship
to a work but whoever is credited with the authorship of a
book remains its unique author alone responsible for its exis-
tence in whatever form

so when we read the book of abraham written by his
own hand upon papyrus we are to understand as the mor
mons always have that this book no matter how often re-
newed is still the writing of abraham and no one else for
he commissioned it or according to the accepted egyptian
expression wrote it himself with his own hand and when
abraham tells us that you may have an understanding of
these gods I1 have given you the fashion of them in the fig-
ures at the beginning we do not need to imagine the patriarch
himself personally drawing the very sketches we have before
us in fact the remark may well be the insertion of a later
scribe to the egyptian or hebrew mind the sketches could be
twenty seventh hand and still be the authentic originals as
long as abraham originally ordered them and put his name to
them still less are we to see in these helpful little diagrams
anything pretending to be a supernatural or sacrosanct per-
formanceformance

the publication of the original joseph smith egyptian
papyri if it has done nothing else has put an end to one of the

ibid p 49
M A korostovtsev in revue degyptologie vol 19 1967 p 191

th bohlbohi in vooraziatisch egyptisch genootschap ex oriente lux jmaraar
bericotberichiberichtbe wichtrichiricht vol 17 1963 ppap 134f
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AS THINGS STAND 79

most ridiculous games ever played in this game the experts
were wildly cheered as they scored point after point against
joseph smith they being both the judges and the score keep-
ers with the strict understanding that under no circumcircum-
stances could the prophet be permitted ever to score a point
against them indeed our non mormon friends still feel mor-
ally and intellectually obligated never to admit even for the
sake of argument that joseph smith could possibly be right
in the sense in which he claimed to be right it is an unas-
sailable axiomaxiom of the learned that no matter how long the
game goes on or how many matches are played smith s score
must always be zero while the mormonscormons have freely if not
enthusiastically acknowledged the fallibility of the prophet
and actually conceded points to the opposition there has never
been any thought of the challengers ever conceding a point
to them it was not just an absurdly one sided game it was
no game at all though the players went on solemnly pretend-
ing to be testing and exploring a proposition that they would
not even consider

tennis anyone

but now original egyptian documents invite us to a more
serious game the scholars no longer dodge the issues or
flaunt their credentials our first article to take serious issue
with the experts on tangible grounds the improvement era
september 1968 met with immediate and gratifying re-
sponse the letters have not been complimentary but they have
been better than that constructive those who promptly bat-
ted our balls back across the net have not been carping or pic-
ayune in their objections but eminently reasonable and well
informed after the giants of 1912 passed away the field was
left to zealous amateurs whose antics have been dictated by
hysterical partisanship and an uncontrollable desire to shine
with what a splash some of them now announce that they

have actually got their names into the new york times
such human weakness is pardonable if they only wouldnwouldnt t
carry it so far throwing confetti leaping over the net and
forming a victory parade every time their team scores a point
or with equal fervor blowing the whistle calling a fault halt-
ing play and declaring the game forfeit every time they think
their opponents have muffed a play after that it is a relief

11
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to be dealing with sensible people let us see how the game
goes now

it began with joseph smith serving the ball here are
things he said referring to the papyri which go back to
abraham

the opposition returned the ball nothing of the sort
these are perfectly ordinary funerary motifs for which thou-
sands of identical examples could be supplied

we return it to them you are overlooking a number of
oddities inin the papyri which definitely are not ordinary

and they return it to us there are all sorts of irregular-
ities in egyptian drawings funerary papyri are full of such
peculiarities

and we that fact does not impugn the oddities in these
particular documents but rather substantiates them these
are not exactly like any other documents though that was pre-
cisely your contention

and they no that was the contention of the scholars
of 1912 you are fighting a straw man students today do not
take such extreme views

we true enough but the public and the mormonscormons do
not know that the men of 1912 are straw men only if we
have revived them but we have not done that that isds the
work of busy propagandists in our midst who still have most
people believing that the men of 1912 spoke the final word
we cannot be beating a dead horse if the horse is far from
dead

they but you say the experts deliberately overlooked im-
portant oddities like the clothing and hand position of the
figure on the couch professor parker mentioned the hands so
you are wrong

we he mentioned them only to deny that they exist he
will not even consider the hands as such and that is the only
mention they ever get As to the clothing the question is not
who drew it but the mere fact that it is there we find it
strange that none of the experts ever mentioned that unde-
niable and striking fact

they you have your silences too you mention only three
hypotheses to account for the irregularities in the papyri you
have not considered all the possibilities

12
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AS THINGS STAND 81

we we did not say that only three hypotheses were pos-
sible but only that three and no more were put forth by ththethe6
experts we have always shared popper s opinion that there is
always an infinity of logically possible solutions to every
problem if you have another theory it s your serve

they so it isis here goes one thing we learn from the
original papyri that no one would have guessed before 1967
is that the pearl of great price woodcutswoodcuts include restorations
the irregularities in the facsimiles about which you make
such a fuss are largely the result of mormon attempts to re-
store the damaged papyri

we we grant your first proposition but the second re-
mains to be demonstrated

they who else would restore them but the mormonscormonsMormons
there is evidence for that in the pencilled sketching that is
still to be seen on the backing of the no 1 papyrus we be-
lieve that was done by the mormonscormons and not by later owners

we why would the mormonscormons make a reconstruction that
differs drastically from the official mormon versionversion

they we can explain that since the mormon connections
of the papyrus were always known to its successive owners 11

any later attempt to restore it would have followed the pearl
of great price but this pencilled doodling does not follow it
therefore it is not later but earlier representing a first at-
tempt at restoration rejected as unsatisfactory

we I1 am afraid you knocked that one clear out of the
court your suggestion that any non mormon owner would
have followed the pearl of great price just like any mormon is
indeed refreshing since when have non mormonscormons felt bound
by mormon opinion or obligated to make a reconstruction that
would vindicate the mormon scripture you say the drawing
was rejected as unsatisfactory right at the beginning which
means that it was allowed to stand untouched from ten to
twenty years a constant reminder of the ineptness of the
brethren and a constant refutation of their later official recon-
structionst when it would have been the easiest thing in the
world and perfectly legal to retouch or erase it it wasngasn t
even drawn on the papyrus and made no pretense to being
ancient and the mormonscormons were not only crazy enough to let
this highly unacceptable performance stand as it was but their
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friends and enemies were blind enough never to notice it
either to explain it or to make fun of it

As is well known from the labors of robert eisler and
others the first and most urgent thing to be done whenever
the official version of a document sacred or otherwise is de-
cided on is to destorykestory all other versions yet you want us to
believe that the mormonscormons saw no advantage to removing re-
placing or even retouching this incriminating document or
if you insist that the mormonscormons hadbad such perfect integrity as to
leave this foolish and unfortunate drawing untouched by pen-
cil or eraser and resisted every temptation to draw a single line
more on that empty backing for twenty years then the whole-
sale restorations that you suggest for the rest of the papyri are
entirely out of the question that the space on the modern
paper backing which had no claim to sanctity was never used
for any more speculative sketching after that first awkward and
highly unsatisfactory attempt is a strong indication that its
inviting surface was not available until later the pattern of
the exposed patches of glue on the backing still remains to be
explained the mere presence of those ugly patches where the
mounting was otherwise so very neatly done casts serious
doubt on your theory that the surviving parts of the facsimile
no I11 papyrus are all that the mormonscormons ever saw of it we
simply cannot believe that inin years of busy speculation and
study in which they were concerned with everything else the
saints never so much as breathed on that first unfortuateunfortunate dis-
credited embarrassing profane and highly unwelcome bit of
sketching it is both interesting and reassuring to find such a
naive suggestion coming from so distinguished a source

they speaking of naive suggestions when you used that
portrait of lucy mack smith to guarantee the integrity of
facsimile no 1 before it was damaged why didndian t you call
attention to the numbers indicating some of the figures in the
pictures the numbers weren t part of the original papyrus
you know

we we completely overlooked the numbers until after
the article went to press only then did we get our first good
look at the picture so you winwin a pointwepointWe now assume that
the artists consulted the hedlockbedlock reproduction but in examin-
ing the portrait closely we discovered something of importance
that is not discernible in the improvement era reproduction
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facsimile no 1 from the papyruspapymspapyis fragments given the church by the
new york metropolitan museummuseurn of art the glue line circled does
not show up on the photography as plainly as on the original
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something that is not in the hedlockbedlock drawing the artist has
drawn a jagged line right across the top of the facsimile cut-
ting off the top both of the priest s head and of the bird s

head but leaving the rest including the knife in the priest s
hand untouched the area above the jagged line is of a slightly

an enlarged reproduction of the replica of facsimile no I11 in the
background of the painting of lucy mack smith taken from the photo-
graph of that painting inin the church historian s office

lighter shade than that below and in the original may be of a
different color it seems to mark the limit of the papyrus ieie
of the damage to the thing at some time after the mormonscormons
had acquired it it is nearly all there in other things also the
painter of mrs smith s portrait departs from the hedlockbedlock
engraving

they what about the wrinkling it seems to us that some
of the wrinkles supposedly in the papyrus extend right out
beyond and include the picture frame

we the paint could have run where the artists made
extra heavy vertical markings providing he used water colors I1

or else the wrinkles could belong to the big portrait itself of
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which we have only a photograph but the picture frame is
clearly a frame closely resembling the one in which other
papyri are still mounted and most of the wrinkling is definitely
confined within its borders as if it really belonged to the pa-
pyri

they if the papyrus was intact almost to the top how does
it happen that the short inscription above the priest s arm was
never produced in any of the engravings it would have been
had it been there since joseph smith had no objection to
having hieroglyphics reproduced

we he also had no objection to supplying missing parts
of inscriptions why has he not done so here especially since
the inscription was a very short one and it is still perfectly
obvious that there was an inscription there you see it works
both ways but you miss the main point which is that all
hieroglyphshieroglyphy have been deliberately omitted from this particular
plate there is clear evidence that the whole inscription on the
right was folded under when the thing was mounted in view
of the avoidance of all the hieroglyphshieroglyphy the omission of the
shortest one of all can hardly be viewed as proof that it was
not there and speaking of arguments of silence while you
claim that the pencilled sketching on the backing shows that
the parts supplied were missing from the beginning you never
bother to explain why the bird s head was not drawn in at the
same time though you say that was also missing

WHAT KIND OF HEAD

they there was no missing head the head is still there
there is still clearly a human head in the original the beard
hairlinehair line nose still show and the official center location of the
head over the wing is also evidence

we clearly a human head but of the thousands of
people who have looked at it it took a shrewd and determined
observer to detect that the most characteristic feature of the
haba birds we remember to have seen is the large soulful eye
but here is no eye no brow no nose if that is a nose any-
thing is no mouth no chin no neck no ear with the hair-
line

I1

intact the face should be virtually complete but after look-
ing up a lot of human headed birds for comparison this still
continues to tax the imagination the other heads are quite
difdlfdifferentferent
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they if hedlockbedlock was copying an egyptian bird s head he
would hardly have done such a poor job of it

we rather say if he was inventing one being an expert
draftsman he would have done a far better job but if bad
drawing is an argument against an egyptian bird s head what
does it do to your much worse drawn human head

they the artist knew that the viewer would expect a hu-
man head he did not have to lean over backwards to indicate
one the merest dubbing would do the trick deveria expected
a human head and was disturbed at not finding one so are
we

we deveria expected a human head but the good pro-
fessor parker did not he saw not your clearly drawn human
head and he had excellantexpellantexcel lant reason for seeing a bird s head
instead take the large sampling of lion couch scenes in budge s

osiris for example what do you find there men lying on
lion couches and flying birds all over the place but not a single
human headed bird you must admit that statistics are over-
whelmingly in favor of giving the bird a bird s head

they oh but there are some lion couch scenes with hu
man headed birds flying overhead

we yes and in every such case the bird is holding either
life symbols or breath feathers in each outstretched claw this
bird does not even have claws in other lion couch scenes
eg denderahDenderah the flying bird is shown without claws but

the human headed bird never which makes this one of the
rarest objects in all of egyptian funerary art admittedly it is
a bad bird s head and an even worse human head so where
does that leave us I1 would say with a fifth hypothesis one
that we have been plugging all along it is the poor egyptian
artist who is in trouble out of his depth with this strange
assignment

they let s turn to facsimile no 2 where we have much
clearer evidence of restoration in the church historian s

office among the papers of the EAG is a rather well done
pen and ink sketch of the facsimile made by some mormon
at an early date this we believe is the way the hypocephalus
looked when it came into joseph smith s hands and in it
there are certain parts missing and we are shown exactly what
they are now these parts are not missing in the official en-
graving of the hypocephalus facsimile no 2 which can
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only mean that they have been later supplied you will notice
that a large part of the inscription around the rim is missing
and this has been filled in with hieratic characters from other
papyri definitely known to have been in the possession of
joseph smith so there you have it

we since the restored portions of the rim with their crude
repetitions hardly an attempt to be subtle are not a subject
of inspired commentary we don t think that is too important

they but two of the most important figures are the subject
of inspired commentary namely figures 1 and 3 they are
both entirely missing in the EAG drawing and have both been
supplied from other figures contained in papyri in joseph
smith s possession look at the head of figure 1 it is abso-
lutely identical with that of figure 2

we absolutely it seems to us that in the first hedlockbedlock
engraving the two or should we say four heads have a num-
ber of points in which they differ the eyes the vertical line
the beards

they these are very minor differences you must admit
but note how far out of line the two heads of figure 1 are
that is a clear indication that they have been dubbed in

we but consider that these two figures were drawn at the
same time by the same hand side by side on the same piece of
paper why should the artist indicate all those minor differ-
ences if they did not exist

they to make it appear that the heads were different of
course that he was not just copying

we but in that case he would have gone much further and
made them really different the egyptians themselves you
know were anything but averse to repetition in their funerary
designs As to the heads of figure 2 being out of line isis it not
more likely that that indicates not that they were being faked
but that some of the papyrus had become loose and been awk-
wardly replaced if as you maintain it was simply a matter
of copying borrowed heads onto the neatly symmetrical trunk
of figure 1 which still sits dead center in the panel nothing
could be easier than to put it on straight but hedlockbedlock did not
do that he was struggling with something that definitely was
out of line the phenomenon occurs a number of times in fac-
simile no 2
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A al

A partially completed copy of facsimile no 2 found among the papers
with the egyptian alphabet and grammar inin the church historian s

office
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LL

the hedlockbedlock woodcut of facsimile no 2 reproduced from times and
seasons vol 3 march 25 1842
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they but look at figure 3 this is no case of shifting pieces
of papyrus the whole thing is completely missing in the EAG
drawing and is replaced by borrowing the boat shown in the
framed papyrus from the book of the dead

we granted but the same boat with the same figure in
it appears just in that spot and only in that spot in a number
of other hypocephali remember some fifty odd other round
hypocephali enable us to judge pretty well how good a job of
reconstructing the mormonscormons did in some cases it was altogether
too good that is facsimile no 2 comes nearer to the other
normal hypocephali than the battered EAG version does and

this indicated to us at least that the thing was in a better condi-
tion when hedlockbedlock made his engraving than when the EAG
copy was made so that the latter cannot be used as a measure
of the extent of reconstruction in the former

they but in the corresponding boat in the other hypoce
phallphail there are other occupants of the boat that are missing in
figure 3

we the occupants of the boat vary and all of them are
missing inin one drawing or another with one exception the
kaprkhpr r beetle which is interchangeable on the hypocephali with
the solar disk on the head of the enthroned figure since no
two of the figure 3 boats are exactly alike we can be satisfied
that hedlockbedlock has got all the essentials

they but miss elisabeth thompson says the boats should
always be prow to prow

we not these boats look at the british museum hypoce-
phalus no 8445 where the stern of the boat and the figure in
it fit right up against the panel exactly as in our figure 3

they but there are two boats there one above the other
we in many hypocephali there is only one which shows

that we must always allow for differences
they but your figure 3 is most obviously identical with

the boat shown in the joseph smith framed papyrus
we of course it is the same boat but was it necessarily

taken from there note that there are certain hieroglyphshieroglyphy be-
hind the seated figure in the boat which do not appear in our
framed papyrus but do appear on some of the other hypoce
phallphail eg the florence and meux hypocephali

they but since the other hypocephali of which you make
so much all have a central figure with four ram s heads is it
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ali

A henry meux hypocephalus from thebes reproduced from proceed-
ings of the society of biblical archaeology vol 14 december 4
1883
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not far more likely that it was such a figure and not a repeat
of figure 2 that was out of line

we more likely yes but if there is anything a study of
hypocephali should teach us it is to look out for exceptions
and repetitions we find them everywhere thus the ram s-

horn headdress of figure 1 is unusual the four headed ram
usually wears a magnificent and complex crown but in some
instances eg british museum no 8446 he wears only the
plain ram s horns that could be an authentic crown on the
other hand there was plenty of room above the body of figure
1 to have included the headdress of figure 2 if hedlockbedlock was
borrowing the whole head yet he avoided that crown which
would have been incorrect ie not justified by any example
known to us in favor of a correct one incidentally there is
not room above the body of figure I11 for the very high and
ornate crown worn by the four headed ram

they but there is no other instance in which a two headed
figure sits in the center of the circle

we none that we know of but there are hypocephali in
which the central figure is missing entirely others in which it
has only a single instead of a double body in which it holds
only one scepter instead of two andor holds only simple
was scepters instead of the usual threefold ankh was fledfied
scepterorscepter or in which it holds no scepter at all

they speaking of scepters the EAG drawing definitely
has the edge over the hedlockbedlockHedlock

we in quality but not in quantity hedlockbedlock had more to
look at though he muffed it in the EAG drawing the remains
of one of the scepters is clearly shown as the four horizontal
lines of the DWdieddies symbol on a staff these lines so closely
resembled the horizontal strokes on the body of figure 1 im-
mediately adjacent to them that hedlockbedlock ended up making
them look like another body perhaps on the other side how-
ever the was scepter is clearly visible which is lacking all but
the bottom stroke in the EAG copy this awkward attempt
to give meaning to the triple scepter than which no figure
could look more meaningless to a layman could be fairly
called an attempt at restoration not an invention but a fixing
up of something that was there the feet of figure 2 on the
other hand facing as they do in the wrong direction we agree
to call a restoration still hedlockbedlock drew the jackel staff cor
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rectlyerectly completing it right down to the ground while the EAG
shows a shorter but equally practical and plausible staff it is
hedlockbedlock who gets it right note how neatly and correctly ac-
cording to all the other hypocephali hedlockbedlock joins the four
panels right in the middle of what is only a great blank space
for the EAG artist

they any clever draftsman could have figured that out
we not necessarily the EAG artist was at sea he contin-

ued the righthandright hand boundary of the central panel up well be-
yond the point of juncture and drew the righthandright hand border of
panel two at an impossible angle As he saw it the baselinebase line
that runs beneath the two ships and figure 2 does not run
straight across that is with those parts missing he was not
at all sure how the original looked but hedlockbedlock draws every-
thing in with deft confidence exactly as it should be according
to the evidence of all the other hypocephali again the EAG
artist did not see and recognize the headdress of figure 2 which
isis correctly represented by hedlockbedlockHed lock the EAG drawing shows
only one serpent beside figure 1 while hedlockbedlock and all the
other hypocephali show two one on either side in the middle
of the body of figure 2 the EAG artist has drawn a rather
noncommittal tau cross while mr hedlockbedlock has put a bold and
uncompromising crisscross which according to the other docu-
ment is as it should be hedlockbedlock shows hieroglyphshieroglyphy to the left
of the head of figure 1 which are entirely missing from the
EAG drawing but vindicated by other hypocephali eg the
leyden hypocephalus in the EAG picture what looks like a
ftphtp hieroglyph is just touching the shoulder of figure 2 this
is not matched by any like protrusion from the other shoulder
the hedlockbedlock engraving on the other hand shows odd wing-
like protrusions two of them on either shoulder according
to your theory these can only be later additions yet just such
queer double wings appear on the shoulder of the corre-
spondingsponding figure in a british museum hypocephalus no 8445a
then again the EAG artist can t make heads or tails of what-
ever it is facing the seated figure 7 the other hypocephali
tell us that it is a serpent presenting the wdjat eye and mr
hedlockbedlock clearly shows such a presentation

they we grant you that but the figure in your facsimile
looks more like a bird than a snake
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we sure enough and in some hypocephali eg from the
louvre florence british museum no 8445a the creature has
a bird s head just like this one if this is a mere reconstruction
how does it happen that the mormon engraver hit upon the
right figure which was also the most unlikely figure imagin-
able either he was indeed inspired or he had more of the
hypocephalus before his eyes than the other artist did here is
another case even clearer mr hedlockbedlock shows the sun moon
crowns of the two baboonsbabions intact and resting squarely atop the
animals heads which according to many other hypocephali is
exactly where they belong but the EAG artist does not know
what to do with them the one on the right is so completely
destroyed that he cannot even make it out while he places the
one on the left in the baboon s upraised hands instead of on
his head

this dislocation of the sun moon symbol as well as the
disruption of the crown of figure 2 in the EAG copy is an
important point for it shows that pieces of the papyrus were
loose and shifting around it may account for some aspects of
our figure 1

they but can you deny that both figures have essentially
the same head

we why shouldnshouldna t they have since according to the pro-
phet s explanation they perform practically identical functions
may we call your attention to a transposition of heads and
bodies between these two figures in other hypocephali in the
nash hypocephalus the head of our figure 2 with its double
human face and double feather crown is placed on the body
of our figure 1 the double seated figure holding the two scep-
ters in a hypocephalus from the myers collection two identical
standing figures seem to be taking the place of our figures I11
and 2 in a berlin hypocephalus no 7792 figure 1 has a
single body like figure 2 instead of his usual double body in
some cases figure I11 appears without figure 2 in others the
reverse is true if the figures are thus transposable and if fig-
ure 2 can borrow the body of figure 1 why can t figure 1

borrow the head of figure 2 in our version such identity
would be in keeping both with egyptian practice and with
smith s interpretations

so the game goes on these are only some of the issues
arising from one short mangled only half of it was published
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installment representing a first tentative approach to the sub-
ject the ball goes back and forth sometimes they make a
point and sometimes we do but the final score is far in the
future the first thing everybody asked when the discovery
of the papyri was announced was either does this prove the
book of abraham or doesndoean t this show that joseph smith
was wrong does a falling apple prove newton s laws only
to people with an awful lot of training and preparation and
no longer to many of them the scholar is not alive today who
can tell us all there is to be known about the facsimiles and
until we know that the game must still go on As things stand
at the moment but only at the moment we may venture a few
observations

1 there are many questions raised by the finding of the
joseph smith egyptian papyri not just one question the
egyptian alphabet and grammar cannot be used as a close
check on the book of abraham until a great deal more is

known about both documents we do not yet know just what
the EAG isis or in what light joseph smith regarded it

2 the dating of these particular papyri is of no con-
clusive significance as far as possible relationship to abraham
isis concerned

3 the facsimiles were originally intended as visual aids
for an unspecified audience nothing supernatural inspired
or sacrosanct is claimed for them the latter day saints made
no special efforts to retain them in their possession and after
they were lost were careless and indifferent in the manner of
their reproduction

4 the hedlockbedlock engraving when compared with an early
sketch showing parts of facsimile no 2 to be missing shows
definite signs of attempted restoration

5 the restoration was not as extensive as the other sketch
would indicate and no clear instances of such have been de-
monstratedmonstrated on facsimile no 1

6 the restorations on facsimile no 2 are limited to the
filling in of gaps not the alteration of existing symbols they
were not made with an eye to supporting smith s interpretations
eg two heads do not express the idea of a universal god
better than four heads a clothed sacrificial victim is no more
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convincing than an unclothed one a priest with a mask is no
more authentic than one without a mask etc

7 the only restorations that might affect the interpreta-
tions figures 1 and 3 are paradoxical in that the one is aston-
ishingly fitting not only to the interpretation given but in the
light of comparison with other hypocephali while the other
is so far out of line that it is hard to see in it the faking of a
skillful artist

8 in many details hedlockbedlock shows a better knowledge of
the hypocephalus than the artist who is supposed to furnish the
evidence for the state of the thing when hedlockbedlock made his
copy hence the latter is not a reliable control

As the game progresses our ideas about the pearl of great
price are bound to change even as our ideas about the book of
mormon have changed through the years as new evidence has
steadily been brought to light throughout the doctrine and
covenants the saints are constantly reminded of two things
1 1 of what they have received and 2 of what they are ex-
pected to seek after the seeking part is the proper sphere of
schools and universities and in the matter of the facsimiles to
the book of abraham in particular we have all been invited to
seek it is time we were getting down to business

ADDENDUM SHOWING THAT THE GAME NEVER ENDS

since the above sport sheet went to press professor klaus
baer s invaluable study the first thorough and complete exam-
ination and translation of a joseph smith egyptian papyrus
so far undertaken has appeared inin the pages of dialogue
oll111oiiIII autumn 1968 ppap 109154109134109log 154134 the many questions this
work raises far from bringing the game to a close have merely
stepped up the tempo as it becomes possible thanks to dr
baer s efforts for contestants on both sides of the net to be-
come more familiar with the real nature of the game so here
is a bit of overtime

they joseph smith thought that this papyrus the sn sn
contained the book of abraham

we reading joseph smith s mind has always been the last
and usually the first resort in refuting his claims by what
divination do you know what he thought
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they by no divination here are the characters from the
papyrus on the left hand and set over against them on the right
are lengthy passages from the book of abraham what more
do you want

we A lot of information such as who juxtaposed the
texts in this amusing way

they who else but smith he owned the papyrus and
wrote the translation

we but the exercise is in the hands of a number of dif-
ferent people and none of it seems to be in smith s hand the
english text appears here in its final unaltered state do you
mean to say that this actually represents smith s first attempt
at translating it here there are no signs of speculation and
head scratching as in the other sign list

they this doesndoean t have to be the first attempt of all it
could be later copy

we A later copy of what if all that was wanted was to
produce a copy why doesndoean t one person copy the thing
through instead of that there are a few lines of translation in
one hand and then a few in another and so on surely each
copyist would not become exhausted at the end of half a dozen
lines of english or less

they they would if the few lines meant a slow and ex-
haustivehaustive effort by the one who was dictating

we such an effort would necessarily show in the state of
the text but this is a completely finished text without changes
or corrections therefore it does not represent the first appear-
ance of the translation but the use of the completed text in
some sort of special exercise this matching up business does

not represent the process by which the text was produced
they but would smith s followers have the kind of imag-

ination that would match up the egyptian and english texts

in such a ffantasticantas tic way
we not imagination lack of imagination the matching

is quite impossible

they but you have been saying all along that these writ-
ings may represent smith s own private speculations

we and we still do for all we know they may represent
anything that is just the point we simply do not know and
until we do our work is not done your reading of joseph
smith s mind settles nothing
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they but how about the facsimiles the many irregular-
ities they contain certainly indicate mormon manipulation since
an egyptian copyist would have done things differently

we would he the original papyrus shows that some of
worst mistakes are not mormon but egyptian you accept the
11 small offering stand as egyptian though it is found in no
parallel instances you say frankly 1I know of no representa-
tions of osiris on a couch with both hands in front of his
face you attribute a human head to a legless bird a thing so
far as we have been able to discover without parallel in the
funerary art these undoubtedly egyptian touches are not con-
ventionalvent ional by any means yet you continue to abuse the principle
by attributing every oddity to mormon restorations until
proved otherwise

they do we go so far
we well you do go so far as to assume without question

that the priest in facsimile no I11 should have a jackal s mask
and you are quite right he should have and the human head
is an error but whose error

they whose could it be but smith s

we smith didndian t need an unmasked priest a mask would
have been just as impressive perhaps but let us call your atten-
tion to at least three ptolemaic lion couch scenes closely paral-
leling this one in which the artist has deliberately drawn the
embalming priest without a jackal mask

they deliberately
we yes in one case the mask has been carefully erased

and in the other two it was carefully not drawn in in all three
scenes all the other figures are entirely complete and intact
only the jackal s mask of the priest is missing 19 we do not
at present know why the egyptians preferred here to dispense
with the mask but it is at least conceivable that the artist of
facsimile no 1 had his reasons too it will not do to attribute
to the mormonscormons everything that puzzles us

they by letter you admit that the sketch of facsimile
no I11 inin the lucy mack smith portrait has the hedlockbedlock num-
bers on it yet you think it significant that it may indicate the
actual state of preservation of the papyrus at the time the por-
trait was made how do you reconcile the two propositions

journal of egyptian archaeology vol 17 193119511931 plates iviivl mi
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we well naturally the artist would not keep his model
sitting and suffering while he sketched in the little picture
on the wall with plenty of hedlockbedlock reproductions going
around he could easily fill in that part at his leisure so he
did but at the same time he made an undeniable effort to
indicate that the framed thing on the wall really was the
original better photographs accent the wrinkling and the
frame and it still remains unthinkable that the old lady
should have displayed a mere printed copy the only origi-
nal hedlockbedlock would be a wood block so the jagged line along
the top may be significant incidentally you people brush
aside valuable contemporary testimony as of no significance
when it does not suit your purposes the contemporary record
both by its assertions and its silences is quite unsuspicious of
the sort of manipulating you see everywhere

they after all the case at issue is what are the fac-
similes

we agreed and after reading your latest and best ac-
count the article which called forth this addendum we
still do not know the answer your notes are immensely valu-
able and must supply the standard handbook for which all of
us were hoping but they tell us what the egyptologists think
and not what the egyptians thought what do you say fac-
simile no 1 is for example

they it shows the resurrection of osiris who is also
the deceased owner of the papyrus and the conception of
horus

we there you have it former egyptologists said that it
could not possibly represent abraham because it was supposed
to be osiris but now you tell us that it can be both osiris and
a human being at once again they said it could not be a
sacrificial scene because it was an embalming or resurrection
scene but now you tell us that it can be both a resurrection
scene and a conception this all shows what we mean when
we repeatedly affirm that we cannot answer the question
what are the facsimiles until we know everything there is

to know about them
they yes but we know a great deal about them that does

not fit in with joseph smith s ideas
we if you will excuse us for saying so the only point

you have made so far against joseph smith has been by a
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bit of sleight of hand not intentional we are sure dutout quite
effective the secret of successful conjuring tricks as every-
body knows is to occupy the attention of the audience with
an absorbing display of colorful skill while manipulating the
essential properties of the trick unobtrusively on the side thus
while lost in admiration as we have often been of your
mastery of a formidably difficult idiom we run the risk of
overlooking the casual manner in which the real trick is pulled
off that having nothing whatever to do with the translation
of egyptian you open your article by observing in passing
that joseph smith thought that his papyrus contained the
book of abraham and you end it with an even more casual
subordinate clause about the document that joseph smith con-
sidered to be a roll which contained the writings of abra-
ham but how do you know what joseph smith thought
and what he considered this of course is the crux of the
whole matter but you do not discuss it you merely state it as
your opening and closing shots you quote his very words as
if he meant them to apply to the breathing document but how
do you know he did

by way of answer you have gone to all the trouble of
placing the sensensen sen symbols and the book of abraham
side by side and thereby presented us with the most effective
possible refutation of your settled belief that smith thought
he was translating this particular document neither he nor
anyone else could have thought it you say that other people
in his day tried to interpret egyptian that way but you are
wrong this translation of two or three short strokes and a
dot with a 200 or 500 word history is not just exaggerated
kircherismKircher ism horapolloHorapollo kircher leibniz et atal based their
interpretations however fantastic on rational and allegorical
principles but no conceivable amount of rationalizing can
match up the two columns here this goes completely out of
bounds long before anyone suspected the real meaning of the
hieratic symbols in the EAG students were pointing out to each
other that the column on the right could by no effort of the
imagination be viewed as a translation of the column on the
leftyouleft you can see it and I1 can see it and mr heward can see
it and any ten year old child can see it but joseph smith who
was clever enough to make up the story of the book of
abraham in the first place was too dense to see that the
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story his story was not really a translation of a page of
senseless squigglessquiggles yet unless he believed that there is no
case against him we still suspect that there is a relationship
between the two documents but we don t know what it is

on october 12 1968 two graduate students in near
eastern studies at the university of utah R crapo and J A
tvednestvedtnesTvednes presented an interesting hypothesis to explain the re-
lationshiplationship between the breathing certificate and the book of
abraham we have it only second hand and await their publi-
cation but it seems that the idea isis that if one takes the actual
meaning of the hieratic signs in the order in which they occur
they can be roughly matched up with certain general themes
of the book of abraham which occur in the same order this
indicates to crapo and tvednestvedtnes that what we have here is a
mnemonic device to aid in an oral recitation this would make
the sensensen sen papyrus a sort of prompter s sheet true the
document tells a connected and consistent story but then it
would have to do that in order to serve as an effective aid to
memory by itself being easily memorized

farfetchedfar fetched as it may seem there are many ancient
examples of this sort of thing the best known of which is the
alphabet itself by merely reciting the oldest alphabet one
intoned a little sermonette on man s earthly calling a
mnemonic device which helped the rapid spread of the west
semitic system of writing 20 the classic example of a work
which condenses the meaning of whole chapters into a single
letter is the sefer yetzirahYetzirah the oldest and most respected
book of jewish mysteries whose authorship is persistently
attributed to abraham we are now being advised that if we
are to understand the jewish authors correctly we must
examine their work carefully to see whether they contain a
gematria that is condensed and hidden code writing which
turns up in the most surprising places 21

the condensing of matter on prompting sheets is a very old
practice sethe suggested that the memphite dramatic text
was really an abbreviated directive in which though the text
seems quite complete the full content of the speeches and
the action is merely hinted at 22 heinrich schaferschifer noted that

11 tur sinai in jewish quarterly review vol 41 1951 p 288f 296
rosh pinnahbinnah in jewish quarterly review vol 57 1967 p 214

2kakK sethe dramatischeDrama tische teatetexte vol 1 leipzig 1928 p 18
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the famous stele cl4c14cla in the louvre consists of sentences
which read like the headings of chapters though they also
make a connected text 23 we could and in time probably will
furnish many examples of this sort of thing in a preliminary
statement in dialogue it was suggested that the hieratic sym-
bols placed over against the long sections of the book of
abraham might be viewed not as texts but as totopicpic headings
we still don t know what the connection is but one thing is
certain that the relationship between the two texts was never
meant to be that of a direct translation if it were we can be
sure that joseph smith would have published the egyptian
text along with the facsimiles and the translation

H schafer in zeitkhriftzettzert thrift aurfurauf Agyptagyptischeagypthchelycheische sprachersprache und altertumskunde
vol 52 1914y1914 p 17
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